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Squeeze  -  Turn Table 

 

$1185.00 wt. 235 lb. 

It’s 5' long to accommodate those big boys making vetting & hoof trimming safe & comfortable for 
you & your stock.  Easy to adjust for large or small animals.  Opens to 3' wide at the top & 10" at 
the bottom.  Elevated 14” off the ground with the pivot point at 28” that is where the hooves are 
when turned.  “Leg Extension Kit” is available to increase the height by 4”.  A quick release latch 
holds the squeeze at 90° when turned.  There are two removable spring activated access bars 16” 
& 20” from each end for easy access to the animal.  Designed with convenience in mind, no tools 
are needed to make any adjustments.  Two heavy-duty latches secure the drop away safety floor. 

 

FLOOR OPEN 

OPTIONS 
HEAD GATE ~  
$180.00 
 
LEG EXTENSION KIT ~ 
INCLUDES LEG EXTEN-

TIONS TO INCREASE 
HEIGHT FROM 14” OFF 
THE GROUND TO 18” & 
LONG RAMP TO ACCOM-

MODATE HEIGHT. 
$100.00 
 
ADDITIONAL RAMP 
$65.00 

Price includes entry and exit slide gates, entry ramp, drop away floor, four removable access 
bars and head deflector to prevent animals from jumping out.   
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ELEVATED   WORK   STATION 
 

$1475.00   -  wt. 410 lb. 

~Sturdy 1"x1½" x 14 ga. steel construction. 
 
~Wide opening gates on both sides. 
 
~All ends welded closed to prevent water and 
 wasps from entering. 
 
~With the drop gate pulley it can be operated 
 from anywhere. 
 
~Manual head gate. 
 
~Floor is elevated 26" for easy access to feet. 
 
~Price includes ramp, drop gate, stand, catch 
 box and head gate. 

SHOW WITH SIDE GATE OPEN 

SHOW WITH SIDE GATE CLOSED 

HEAD GATE SWUNG OPEN. 
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Portable Loading Chute 

 

WITH SOLID PANELS -  $565.00 
WITH RAILED PANELS -  $495.00

 

8' Portable loading chute shown on 1 ton 
truck.  Inside chute dimension is 18” wide.  
(Includes 2- 7' panels, 1- ramp & 2- panel 
extensions (wings.) 
 
Ramp only  $155.00 
Wings only  $  80.00 

Blind Alley (pair of 90 degree panels) 

 

$450.00 

A pair of 90 “Blind Alley” 

panels 40" tall.  (Drop 
gate and alley support not 
included.) 

Reverse side of “Blind 
Alley”. (Alley Support, 
Drop Gate, Solid Panels 
with 8” drop and 
Squeeze not included.) 
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The deck is 56"L X 22"W X 18”T with 1½" 
angle iron frame, 1¼" sq. tubing legs.  
The head piece is mounted on 1½" sq. 
tubing.  The adjustable stanchion arm is 
removable to allow for horned goats.  
The stanchion height is also adjustable 
for large or small animals.  Ramp, side 
rail and bucket sold separately. 

Head piece is two separate, adjustable 
sections for greater flexibility. The unique 
“C” style makes front end grooming easy.  
Unit folds and head piece stores under. 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON BOTH STANDS 
Additional 2 piece or stanchion $85.00 
Side rails   $25.00 
Fitting Stand Ramp  $65.00 
Wheels (see “MISC.” for picture)  $78.00 
Attachable Milk Bench  $65.00 
Bucket    $10.00 

Goat Stand 

 

$275.00 wt. 100 lb. 
Stanchion only $100.00 

(without ramp, side rail or bucket) 

Grooming Stand  
(with 2-piece head catch) 

 

(without bench) $275.00  -  wt. 100 lb. 

MILK STAND 
 

$275.00 (bucket extra) 

.  20” wide x 42” long deck x 16” tall.   

.  Bucket holder standard.  Bucket additional. 

.  Stand folds for easy transportation. 

CLUTCH   WINCH  STAND 

 

$545.00 (side rail extra) wt. 115 lb. 

.  Keep safety first, with a CLUTCH WINCH.  

.  22” W x 56” L Deck.  Adjustable to 28” tall.  

.  All standard fitting stand options available. 
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CHARIOT 

 

$545.00 

TRANSPORTER 

 

$515.00 wt. 105 lb. 

Load them up and take them 
where ever you want.  No strug-
gling and fighting.  The wash rack 
isn’t that far away now. And YES! 
No flat tires. 

Pull 4 lambs or kids with an ATV or mower.  The head 
pieces & tongue are reversible so kids or lambs can walk 
with all four feet on the ground or just their hind quarters.  
Tires are “No Flat”.   

5 Head Show Rail 

 

$550.00 wt. 75 lb. 

Shown with 1 add-on head piece.  Each 5 Head Show Rail has room for two additional head 
pieces. The rail can easily be enlarged to a 10 head (shown) or 15 head rail.  The price in-
cludes 5 head pieces, frame, floor and side rails.  (Rubber mat not included.) 
OPTIONS:  Banner Display Holder $55.00    —    Extra head piece with sleeve $75.00 
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